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' • . i H T m m D H O H  - - .

: The earliest Intelligence tests were devised using
speeifie national groups and nafcional .ideals as their bases ,

•/ of constructiono Yet they were used to cheek the intelli=
gehee; of individuals of/different oult ares with the as sump- 

• tion .that: ace ura te me as urementoo uld be obtaine d0 ... Reoently
we have come to 2?ealise that; tbis asstimption is' false// •. / .

■ ‘ Thus our present emphasis in test construction is. toward the
devising of a scale which/can he utilized for. different :

' cultural groupso . . ■/./: f .
/ One of the more recent a ttemp ts is . The . Cul ture./Free 

Test .(the IPAT)»: a; perceptual test^ published by. Raymond B0 
Oattell.in.1949„ Gattell (2) grants that this new test is 
probably not so free, of .cultural influences as are the 
performance scaleso. . However9 he feels. that the performance 
scales, are not really measuring intelligence0 He. insinuates ...

.; that manual; dexteri ty and. the. perception of spatial relations
are not heavily saturated with,.Spearman9s. 9g 9 factor®

The Gulture..Free Test consists of three levels of tests:

: / 1. /'The question as. to whether or not the non-verbal scales
. are .culture free is debated® The primary argument is that the

factor of speed is definitely culturally • produced.®. An 
experiment on this line was done by Kline berg (5)./who admin
istered the Pintner-Pattersoh Performance Test to .200 .Negroes, ' 
100 of whom lived in New York City and 100 of whom lived in 
West Virginia® The control group consisted of 100 white 
individuals® ...The resuits indicate, that speed. seems to iherease 
as a :function of the length of residence in NewYorkGity« '



Seale X;for children from four to eight years of age. Seale 
E f or children .of eight to twelve and unselected adults ̂ and 
Scale 3 for superior adults® Scales 2 and 3 involve only 
perceptual items ̂'; Belatidnships between geometrical figures • 
are to be educed® Scale 1 is not completely culture free pw= 
iijg; to the difficulty of devising perceptual items of interest 
tp young ehildran C Si®' Some items s which have high satur
ations of the ; 9gf factor, were selected from sub-tests of the 
8tanford-Slnet and the Merrill Palmer Scale s Gattell [5) 
maintains that half.. of the tests can constitute a culture free 
scale® These' are substitutions, - mazes;51 classifications and , 
s i m i l a r i t i e s : / it.7 :

All levels of thelPAT.can be given as group or as 
individual. tests.,2 If necessarythe test -heed not.be timed® 
Scoring. is . dohe - on the. basis of a point scale ® The number 
of points earned yields an intelligence quotient value when v 
matched #!th chronological agee Standardization was..on 3000 
children (31 the validity. coefficients ranged from 053. to 
®99 and .the reliability- coefficients from o70 to »92 for 
:Sarious:.groupsi./; '.f tii, ' ; ■ ’7 .>' .V. -
; i ■ Gattell (4) . carried on two. experiments to cheek the 
culture free nature of the. IPAT®. The first,.: using the 
transfer methodf was performed, on a group of high school 
freshmen® The children.were tested with four sGales; The

2: It is recommended,:- however, that Beale. 1 be individually
administered®



Gmltiire Tree Test 8 Form L..of the Stanf ord°Binefey,;, the. Arthur 
Performance Scale„ and arithmetical sections of the..A«, GoE® . 
Hiej were then divided into, four groupso The ehildren in 
each group reeeiTred training in a skill similar to that 
'whieh was required in one of the . tests<>. . A1 ternate forms 
■ of the same tests were given in six. weeks®® Bie re suits 
indieate that the AoGsEs ..shows the most transfer effect 
from training and the.,.Arth.ur. the least®. The IPAT is very 
slightly less influenced than.is. the Stanford°»Bineta..

Gattell used the time, effect method, on the second 
experiment®... Thirty-seven recent immigrants and. an equated 
■group of native■' born Americans were given the same, series, 
of. tests as for the previous, experiment® . The tests, were 
repeated after a .period of seventy-seven. days® Gattell 
concluded, that the performance - scales and the. IPAT showed : 
less, change than. did,..the .Stanford-Blnet.and .the AlGo 1® -

3̂  Since there are no alte mate forms for The ..Culture Free- 
Test s, half. of the items, were .blocked out for the original test 
and used on the second teste f :



STAQIEMENT OF PROBLEM

.̂ ©■■pres:eiit..s„t:udyv'has'...beefi...u£idertaken'..to. deterifli'JQ.e 
the validity and ..reliability ..o;£ . She- Galture.. Free .Test;- ̂
Does it actually measure .intelligenee and is it -free of 
oultural: inf luenaasf::; :ls;.,.its. ..inte:rnEl-'eonsi.steney ..large :' 
eno%%h to justify its. use as a. reliable scale of :  ̂ '
intelligence? Cattell .has presented some. evidence on the • 
problems^. However, much more research is needed, before an 
accurate.: evaluation , can. be made o Although . the task cannot 
be completed in a. paper< of...this kinds .it g at , leasts, can be - 
started! :: ' i1' ;: v\ : ■ -: ' I - . ::

Ihe determination;ot the validity of a test whieh 
claims.; to be the. only one of its kind, is difficult since 
the usual criteria eanhot.be.usedo The test.is;supposedly 
culture-': free agreement, with .school grades and teacher * s
. ratings cannot be used since these are influenced, by : 
culture^. Even eorr@laiion.with .existing, tests-.is not an 
accurate indication of validity@ \

. : It seems to . the;writer thab . the only, way :.of checking 
the .validity of The .Gul.ture. Free Test is to . relate 'dif fer= 
ences. in,..scores . on the . Stanford~Bine t and... Th.e.Gultur.e, .Fre e 
Test to the.socio-economio,status.of the child* If the 

measures' intelligence, and. if it is free of cultural 
influencethe upper class .. children should make., their . 
be tter : sc ore on ., the Stanf or d^Bine t,.. .and . the lower C las s .



chiIdreft should make their better score on The Culture 
?ree Test* ■; V. ~ " v : % ;

The reliability, of. The Culture .Free Test a M  of ?v : 
other tests empioyed. will be oaleulated using the split- 
half technique*. This method ,is necessary since alternate 
forms; are - not available: for: "all of the .tests to be used @



APPARATUS

The apparatus for this esspet’a.ment is limited to that 
which is required 'for the tests or parts of tests admin® 
'istefedo' Standard equlpffieht for Form M o f  the Stanford®
Bimet was used. Scales 1 and 2 of The Culture'Free Test ' \' •
. requiredvthe ..use. of record booklets. , In addition, for .
Scale 1, the/examiner needed to bring two books (one .; 
.smaller than the other) , a key, a square .and a :'reotangular 
piece of papera and' a matchbox containing two 'penhieSj, a 
. nickel and;-a dime, A

Equipment from the Arthur consisted of the following 
form .boards!; the Basuist, the; Seguin,-:the Two-Figure, and 
the Five=Figure^;'T object = a.saemb 1 y items employed
from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (the WISG)
. consisted, of a manikin, a horse, - a, face and an automobile 0 .
'A/ set" of' Fob's blocks was necessary , for the block design test/ 
of the WISG and for the"Knox Tapping Test in the Arthur scale„■ 
The G-oodenough Drawing Test requires only paper and pencil. 
Primary pencils.:;werey;supplied; for. the younger children.



PROCBDURf..

FIt© scales, or parts of scales, of intelligence 
■were aaministered to'.thirty children- These tests were
Form # : of .the ' Stanf or . Scale- 1' or 2 of the IPAT°

Figure., and the Seguln form hoard's from the Arthur; the 
object assembly test and the block design from the 1ISG|

came from upper class homes.; Thirteen children were of the .

4 0 . All but three of the, children were natiy@-='.born whites»
Two -wefeybf ■■■.EeXlca,n:'- descent and., one was a/ recent Immigrant ' 
frbrn Sweden. . The three spoke English with a fair degree of ' 
fluency. . y ' . . ' /
5. t The. judgement of social class was on a .subjective basis, 
Criteria Were residential section,, education and occupation,, ■

the Knox; Tapping test, ,the Casuist,'Five-Figure, Two

and the G-oodenough
thirty children, ages 4-0 tp 12^3 , 

ions of; Arizona:. ■' Bight were' from the
Subjects were thirty, children, ages 4-0 to 12^3, v 

from two urban 'sections - of' Arizona:-■ Bight were' from, the 
city of-Tucson and twenty-two from Phoenix, The children

were selected oh the basis of sex, age and social class.
A total of;fifteen boys, and fifteen girls were tested.
There;' were in most instan.des; three children of each age. ' -With 
respect to the■social class of the parents, seven children

middle class. Ten were from the lower;class 5

The' procedure used In administering the tests was that 
. re commended in the respee tl ve manuals . ' The IPAT was given::. 
as- hh ihdlvidual test bn a timed basis.; Because of. the ■



length of the entire battery $, two‘ or more •tes ting sessions 
we.re: nro^ide.d for, eahh, -oM.ld^. The.- Stanford-Binet whs 
administered . first3. follme.d by .the. 
the. Goodenougho -



HSSDLTS

Die raw data from this experiment is tabulated in 
v ' T#le I whibh shows the age- g , sex / sooial class and '

intelligence quotient. on each test or part of teste. Die
- .;/ /: - average intelligence quotient for -the performance .yitemg is -

also, indicatedo® .Ihe datâ #:pe arranged/in order of the '
. .chronological- age of the / children.©. Die intelligence 

; ;; . quotients .for,,:the Stanf.o.rd°;Blnet....range.. from .48. to..162: for
- . Die...-€ul.ture..Free. ..Test from.61. to' 145s .and for ..the combined

. performance scales from 70 to 152« " . : .
' ; - ’ - / - - . .  - / . Reliability of the Tests . . :-v: '
' . /-../ Die; reliability..of the-tests was determined by

■ splitting the test into. W o  parts and., correlating the 
intelligence quotients. obtained, on the two halves« ihis 

/.I'M - value was corrected, by. the,.use of the.Spearman^Brown ' . v
/ll- . " - nronhecv formula^.,-Die. ,.8ianford-D±met .andScale of . the

I$AT were broken on. the basis of alternate..items-©. Because 
of. the :sature.. of the test. construction of Scale 1$, alternate 

. ■/ /.; tests , were - used©, . . Die performance: .scales were split by •• t' :

.: : :. blocking the Goodenough, Drawing ...Test. and. the Arthur form-

■ 6. ■ . This average, is in.reality an average of three valuess
The first for the Enox::Tapping test and the fomboards. from 

: the- Arthur I the second ,is. for the object-assembly test and
block design from the. Wlsai . the third is, for, theiaoodenough 

, Drawing. Test©
, :  ̂ vi Scale 8 was also divided on the basis of alternate

1 tests,::.so, that a, comparative value, could be made, with Seale 1 
which Can be divided only on that .baslso i



■ msis  i
m m  OBTAINED. FROM THE PBES1NT EXPERIMENT

Subject Age Sex Stanford" Culture .: 
Bine.t : .. ..Free. Arthur* WXSG*^®?£.; Jtl%Perf c

1 4=© F M 189 . •155 =— =— 11.3 113
8 4"0 F n 187 . 145 150 <==>cs> 151 140
S 4=5 M M . 109 106 .156 .96. 116.
4 5-1 F M 185 154 188 188 105 180

i . 5-5 F 1 - 89 80 184 85 84 97
6 ' 5 -io  jr M 101 110 180 97- 118. 110
7 6=6 F U 115 . 180 144 97 148 188
8 ' #-7 M L - 10.5 . 189 104 106 . 115
9 . 6=7 If M 109 116 ; . 188 107- 114 114

10. 7=0 F V 168 187 176 155 146 158
11 7=7 M ¥ 105. 100 ; 155 97 184 118
18 7=11 F M 99 ' 107 ISO 97 97 105
IS- 8=1 F L . 48 71 " 88 . 45 79 70
14 8=8 M ¥ • 135 ' 147' 155 140 147
15 8=5 M M ... 91 -75 100 67 .85 • 85
16 8=7 F M ' 138 . 118 .1 8 5 111 188 181
17 9=8 . F ¥ 188 114 109 185 154 185
i b  . 9=9 M ¥ 188 154 141 155 107 188
is 9=11 M 1 108 184 118 119 185 181
80 10=0 F " H . 107 100 185 185 185 184
81 10=7 F L , 96 18.7 : 113 90 80 94
88 10=9 1 1 : 101 --116 114 111. 93 106
85 11=0 F H .. 108 180 ISO 138 . 100 116
84 11=8 F M 109 118 118 181 99 ' 111
85 11=6 M 116 118 113 138 c=,.c=* 185
86 11=8 m M - 181 187 - 184 148 106 184
87 11=8 M L ■ 87 95 98 . 10.7 71 90
88 18=1 F 1 69 61 98 76 84
89 .18=8 M L. ; 94 118 ■ 101 118 109
SO 18=5 M M . 181 158 119 155 » " £=>c=> 187

Scores obtained from.parts of tests6



■ -  ,  w  I:;: ' - : '

: boa.rds; against the Enpx fapplng test and the WISG block '
design a,nd : objects assembly tests, . '■ -

fhe values listed in fable II; indieate that the re 11.*=. ■ 
..ability for ■ the, Stanford-Binet Is '.94 andy for the performance 
items is .89. These values are as high as would be expected. 
However j.: the Internal consistency for both scales of the I PAT 
Is: low. Reliability for Seale 1 is .66; that for Scale 2 is 
.58 when the division is made on the basis of alternate items,

' and ■ =5,7 ' when: the /division is made'oh;,the basis, of alternate . : 
tests. These values are lower than would be hoped for:from . 
a standardized test, and:.much'lower‘ than those claimed by 

., Oat tell.;; However, .although the procedure used by Cattell, , 
to determine reliability is not stated, .if is assumed that the 
coeffldents' were computed, using raw scores „ Any ■ difference: :; 
. in chronological y.age - between subjects .would .raise, his value. ■ 
He does not give sufficient detail for the reader to be 
certain of the range used. Because of the wide age range 

■ of subjects in this experiment, .if was necessary to determine 
the values using Intelllgehoe quotients.

■ . B°«Agreement Between the Tests -
The method of rank difference was used to determine 

intereorrelations between scores on tests. Table III shows 
; 'the obtained coefficients. All are .497 or -above- most are 

in the .608 s.. Scale 2 of the IPAT correlates .55 with the



' ' mBLE II . '

0BTAIH1D AND G0RHSG1ED RELIABILITY. GOEFHOIENTS .FOR THE 
' V -TESTS 11ELOYED -A ,

mgqt Reliability Corrected
. &@e.ffieiemt, ■ : y .yalme. :

Staafar.d=?Binet : ... <,900 : 0S47.
Galtare Free

Seale -4 { ' o.488 _ . . »SS6 ;
Seale : : *415 ' *S84 \
Seale 2^* , eS8S. . 4557

#erf ermaaee e®2S. : o89S

ReliabiIIty determine d. from altemate tests«
: ReIlability determined from alternate Items0



: m
^ s t s .e^ loyed  ̂

Testa Correlation' 
doefflol'ent-.

Stanf ord-Bine t . and... pe rfomanee ;. ,
Stanford-Binet ..and Culture .Br.ee ..

Ceomblned seales)
© 654

S,tanf ord”Bln;@t ..and Cnlt.mre.. ̂ ree
t-inale 1) y -

. 1 8 8 5

Stanford̂ Blne.ti. and Culture Free
.a ' . . \ ■ : (Seale S). ;

o 555

performance and, Cul tore Free.- .. .
: (combined scales)

®691 ;.

perfdrmanee and Galtare Free
, '. : / •' ( Seale 1) --

perf ormanee and . Culture.. Free.

<>608 :

. ., 0.497' :.
{Saale Z)



Stanf ord^Binet an&, .049. with .the perfogmanoe iternso Seale '
1 eorrelatea, ®82 .with., the Stanford°Bl6et and .o.61 with the 
perfdnBanee items® ■ "

Whea the eerrelations betw/een the tests, are .corrected 
'''•fô -jAck.::,dr,:,relia.Wli-ty',;( Sable. the value of I*04
between. Seale l and,the,Staiiford̂ Binet would indicate that 
they are .measuring. the same fuhctioho. 3he corrected eerr@«= 
lati.on,:@oef£icient .of .Scale ,1 and. the performance., items is 
s:S0®: Scale: 2 how.evers shows .a. low relationship, with; both
the .Stanford̂ Sinet. and ./the. perf ormance items The values 
range, from .o 5,5 to : 0?4© " . • ■
' - ' . ...Although the.,correlations , between, the IPAT and the ; .
other tests: are not. high:5l;it should be remembered that 
Oatteli :dees, net claim that the IPAT measures . the same thing 
as the Stahford=Blmet nor the performance.tests o His 
Primary attack, against.,the.. ,8tanford=Binet is that it is 
unduly affected by cultural factors <> The charge against 
the perf ormance scales is that they: avoid, measuring intelli- 
gence® (See page 1)

Relationship of. Differences in Intelligence -Q.uotients on ' 
the Stanf ord-Binet. .and on. The. Gulture free ... Test to Differences 

/ - - . .. " .in . Social.. .Glass® ■ "V";:-
Table V relates the direction of the differences in 

intelligence quotients obtained from the Stanford-Binet . 
and.'from The Gulture. Free, Test to the social 'Glass of the



*=’3.5'= ̂

" , msLi iv :■ _ . '

@0:REEM#O# •P'OTIEHIB ,WE$R:.THE ■
INTEEOOHEELAUQHS ARE CORESGTED FOR L/kGK OF EELIABIL-

:; v ' V ioh--, of f h e  iHDiinsmL iests . a

Tests . ' Gorreoted^: . ; ' / coefficient
Stanford=Binet and performance ; o©25
©tanfbrd^Binet And Ohlture Free, - 16 04
■■■■'■'• :' Seale \ - 'A-' A "  ;
Stanford=Bine t and Oulture Free , ;A745;: ,::f

CSeale 2)* - ' "
Stanford«B4net and Onlture Free -i -: o555

• ■ . , •.••i;Scale , r "

perf ormnee and Culture. Free . ■ eft®
. (©Gale 1) \ A

perforinance and. Culture Free o688
" % (Scale; 2)^ % \ y/: A;:-
pefforuBnee. and Culture Free 1: <>691

/v (Seale 2l^

* Reliability determined from alternate tests @ ;
: Reliability, determined from alternate items0



; Tvr' . ; . .

THB. ESIA'ELOH BE M E N  IHB, SOCIAL GLASS OF THE CHILD- AND 
THE DTEBGTXON OF THE .DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE-. INTELUGENOE ■ 
QUOTIENT - OBTAIHED -OE THE STANFORD^BXNE.T AND THAT OBTAINED 

■ ■ ON !ME- 6DETDES FHS1 TEST ' . '

Upper
Middle
Lower
Totals

Stanf ora°Btn._e_fr 
Either.'v. .

IS

Qulture Free 
.. higher ' :

4 :
9 - :

18

Totals

• 7
15

10
30



e M M ®  Three upper class chi3.dren scored higher on the 
. gtanfor.fl-Binet: and four scored higher oji the iPATo Five 
lower class children scored, higher, on the Stanf ord°Binefc 
and five scored higher, on, the IPAT Q When a .Chi-Square 
value is computed to determine whether there is a tendency 
for children of the lower classes to be less detrimentally 
affected bv their poor environment .on Sie Culture Free 
. Test than on the 8tanford=Blnet<, ho Significant. differences 
are 'foundo The Ghi^Square: value is o90 which has a 
probability value of only o65ov:
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Hie culture free measurement of intelligence would 
have many advantages* Although particularly valuable for 
the study of various ethnic.groups$ such a test would be 
desirable for all measurements, of intelligence.® Scales such 
as the gtanford°Blnet.avoid the more obvious cultural 
differences^ but errors of. measurement still exist» Even 
the native born.white population is not a culturally homo
geneous unit* It.is difficult to select items for tests that
will' be equally familiar to individuals of all areas and all
social groupso Changing mores and rapidly developing 
technology also cause, items which are good one year to be 
unsuitableV1 several years late r0' The ref ore s if a test can 
be constructed that will avoid the imperfections of a cul
tural scale, it will be a more valid criterion of intelli
gence than those now in use®

It is difficult to know if cultural context can be 
completely removed.from.any scale* Hie difficulty is that 
almost all human behavior and reactions are culturally de
termined and influenced®. Some cultures favor deliberate 
rather than rapid actions competitiveness may or may not 
be ins tilled® Rapport 3 motivation and attitude are also 
partially the function of culture® Children may be fearful 
of the testing situation especially if their culture is 
widely different from that of the examiner® For examples



Klijaeberfe - (1) s Ati. American^ describes the fear of an Italian 
boy to a test wtiieli he administerede The child asked his 
friend to say: a prayer for him because he feared leaving the 
room with. Klinebergo Desire to do well on the test is not 
always present® It is found that the North Dakota: Indians 
conslder i t Impolite to answer a question which others 
eannot answer Cl)«,

The IDAT was designed to avoid cultural difficulties«
It is non-verbal .and its direct ions can be given in .pantomi$:©« 
This mkesb it possible ,10 ■ give W e ; :te to illiterates* 
foreigners: and billngual children.0. It is non-manipulative; , 
dattel1 does hot beii eve that 'manipulative ability is closely 
related to intelligenceIt also can be untimed; working to ' 
a time limit is partially. cultural =, . All items are perceptual; 
Oattell feels that measurement of.eduction of perceptual 
relationships .comes,the closest to measuring general intelli
gence. free from cultural influencee '
‘ Gattellis goalss then$ tseemi laudable® But the question
remains as to how well he - has succeeded in his task® . Are: 
differehees in eduction of perceptual relationships true - 
measures of intelligence and. are they free of cultural 
influences S’" Is the: test s.uffielehtly reliable to be. useful? 
The present study shoWs low validity coefficients when results 
.an the IPAT are related to re.suits on Form M of the Stanford- 
Binet and to results.on certain performance items®

ioW correlation between the IPAT and other scales*



hmev^Fj- is n o :-tieoessaria-y an iadieatipn: of laok of Valldl tye 
Bie statement that the IPAT is as valid as existing scales -. 
is diffieuXt. to prove or disprove^ since It is supposedly the 
only enlttire free scale l ine usual criteria for evaluating 
a.test (teacherBs ratings s school.success^ and scores on the 
Stanford^B.i net) are, hot .possible s ince they are culturally 
determinedo Performance'scales are rejected by Gattell on 
the basis that they avoid meastiring intelligence o Thus 
the low- values obtained, in this study may. mean that the test 
is actually measuring intelligence free.from cultural influ
ences or that it is not measuring intelligence at alia Ihe 
question. Of which of these'alternatives is correct is diffi
cult to ansv̂ ero Hweverg it is.' feIt that a comparison of 
differences in scores with the Socid-economio status of the 
Child tested may aid in eventually selecting the correct : 
alternative 0 If the test is actually culture free, it would 
be expected that children from lower class homes would score 
higher on the I PAT than on the Stanf ord-Binet c and that .. 
children from-.upper class homes would show the reverse tenden
cy „ - %ie - difference obtained* however$, is slightly in the -
opposite direction.and.is not significant0 This, lack of 
relationship would seem to indicate fhat either the. social 
class dif f erences tapped in this - experiment are too narrow •
or that the 1PAT is nofmeasuring.intelligence as defined 
by the Stanford-Blnet□- It. is true that the social differences 
for this sample are not so great as they would be for • ;



su-ti jeefrsf witili different regional or radial.backgrounds^
_ The reliability: eoefficients, obtained were much lower 

than would be hoped foro Our corrected values range from o56 
to ©66 p- which are much lower than those claimed by Oattello . 
i.1 though: 6attell does not go into sufficient detail in stat
ing how the reliability; coefficients^ were determined^ it is 
assumed that eorrelatidn was on the basis of raw scores;
This proeedure would tend to spuriously raise the coefficient 
obtained If the - age range is wide» Using intelligence ; :h . 
quotients, which was the procedure used in this experimentp’ 
would tehd.to .lower ito: It is usually claimed that a good
test will be expected, to have a reliability value of. approx= 
imately: eSO consistently» - : ' ' . : ;
•- V If the IPAT Is a true' measure of intelligence and ;if -■■■ 
results on it are not Influenced: by culture 2 One would: 
expect the reliability: coef ficients to be higher than the 
validity meas urerne nt obtaine d f rom the- Stanford?=Bine-t-o ; This 
is not trueo ' - : . ' • - ' :

. Further tests are needed,, but -the results of the 
present experiment seem :to indicate that more work is 
heeded bef ore Gattell will. succe ed in ".creating an ins tr-u-= 
ment which is a noticeable.improvement:.oyer those measures 
of intelligence now in use» ■ ; ' : : ' '



SUME4RY ‘ ; : • ■' V ' •

Raymond B, Cattell has devised an intelligence test 
which .he asserts is ' cdithre free, f he 'general theory behind .. 
the test is that there Is a general factor of intelligence 
and that this can be/measured by a perceptual'test in which 
geometric relationships are educed.! ’

■ . ’ ’ 'the purpose of this experiment was to determine the ' 
nature of the reliability and validity of his test (the IPAT) 
as a culture free measure pf intelligence.' The procedure 
used was to ..administer' the IPAT,. Form M of the 3tanford«Binet. 
the G-oodenouKh Drawing Test. and parts of the. WXSd.and of the 
Arthur performance scales: to thirty children. The children 
.ranged from. l^p to 12̂ 3 years of age- and came from two urban 
'.'.Sections of Arizona. : ; ■. ' -

The correlation coefficients obtained'for the relation* 
ship between scores on the IPAT•and on the performance scales 
ranged from .49, to .69 <? For the relationship between scores 
on the IPAT and bn the 81anford^BIhet the values ranged from ;

. .55 to ,682. . These Values are "riot necessairly a condemnation 
of the IPAT since results on the Stanford~B1net are influenced 
by cultural differences and since Oattell claims that 
performance items do not measure intelligence. However, no 
relationship was found between differences in scopes on the 
Stanford«Blriet and the IPAT and social class. This would seem 

'. to argue::against. :the ■ validity of the IPAT.
Reliability coefficients for the IPAT ranged from .46



to -0660- 3i@se are viewer than one would hope to receive 
, from a standardized .testo" ' ..

: Zwther tests are needed, but the results of the 
present experiment seem to indicate that more work is 
needed before Catteil will sueceed in creating an instru
ment which is a noticeable improvement over those, measures 
of; intelligence now in use0
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